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WELCOME
On behalf of the organising committee, we would like to welcome you to the 
virtual 2021 British Branch Meeting of the International Glaciological Society. 
Whilst we are disappointed not to be holding the meeting in-person this year, 
we are delighted to be hosting the virtual equivalent and have a fantastic line-
up of talks, posters and networking events over the three conference days. 
A big thank you to all delegates, and presenters for supporting the meeting 
— we look forward to hosting you and wish you a productive and enjoyable 
British Branch Meeting!
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ORAL PRESENTATIONS

Oral presentations will be held live on Zoom. Recording of presentations is not 
permitted unless permission has been approved beforehand. The talk slots are 15 
minutes long in total, with 12 minutes allocated for the presentation and 3 minutes 
for questions. The host of the meeting will allow the speakers to share their screen 
according to the time schedule. Questions for the discussion can either be typed into 
the chat or participants can indicate that they have a question and will be unmuted. 

Early Career Scientists (ECS) presenting during IGS BB: As per last year’s conference, 
we encourage ECSs presenting during IGS BB to use 1-2 minutes of their presentation 
to introduce themselves, giving some information on projects they are involved and if 
applicable, announce if they are looking for a position in the near future. 

POSTER PRESENTATIONS

Prior to the poster session: 
We ask all poster presenters to email their poster to igsconf@liverpool.ac.uk in 
PDF format by Wednesday 1 September, and will be made available to participants 
immediately prior to the meeting starting. 

To give all participants an overview on the variety of poster presentations, a 2-minute 
‘flash talk’ to each poster will be given on Thursday 7th September at 15:00. This may 
be accompanied by a single slide if the presenter wishes. We therefore ask poster 
presenters to also send their optional one slide ‘pitch’ to the above email address by 
Wednesday 1 September.

During the poster session: 
The poster session is scheduled for Tuesday 7 September c.15:30 after the introductory 
flash talks. The posters will be split into “sessions”, taking place in different Zoom 
rooms of 3-4 posters each. During the 1.5 hour time slot participants are free to switch 
between poster sessions (Zoom rooms).

NETWORKING AND SPECIAL EVENTS

A variety of events have been organised for Monday 7 and Tuesday 8 September. These 
events supplement virtual socialising on Zoom/Kumospace during breaks throughout 
the day – links will be provided for these just before the break.   

Monday 6 September
• “Panel discussion” (ECS focussed): Co-organised with the IGS-EGG, we have 
organised a panel discussion with four professionals with cryospheric PhDs to allow 
a discussion about their career paths outside of ‘traditional’ academia. This event 
is scheduled between 17:00 and 18:00 and can be joined through the link in the 
programme. 
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• “Zoom mixer”: The second networking event on Monday is scheduled for between 
18:00 and 19:00. All participants are welcome to attend, and will be split into groups of 
4-6 people into a break-out room. Within this break-out room each group member 
can introduce themselves and their research, or have an informal chat about their 
most recent bake! After 10-15 minutes the participants will be split into another group. 
We hope this will encourage networking and facilitate some of the social aspects of an 
in-person conference in cyberspace. This will especially give ECSs and scientists new to 
the field of glaciology the chance to get to know their colleagues and research. 

Tuesday 7th September
• “Georgia Rose Murray: Arctic Full Circle”: On Thursday at 17:00 we are delighted to 
announce that landscape artist and Lecturer, Georgia Rose Murray, will be presenting 
an engaging guest lecture. Georgia has worked alongside scientists over the last 6 
years, responding to each season above the Arctic Circle. In this guest lecture Georgia 
will discuss their experiences in the Arctic, and how these inform their art and research. 
Find out more at: www.georgiarosemurray.com.

• “Gathertown Social”: Following the guest lecture we will host a Gathertown social 
event between 18:00 and 20:00. See the link in the programme to join. 

TWITTER

Follow @IGSBB2021 and @egg_igs on Twitter for conference announcements and use 
the hashtag #igsbb2021 for any conference related tweets. We look forward to hearing 
from you!

HOUSEKEEPING

Please do not send this document to people who have not registered for this year’s 
IGS BB. We ask that you keep your microphones muted, maintain a professional 
atmosphere during the meeting and—most of all—that you enjoy our great line-up of 
presentations and networking events. 
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JOINING LINKS

ZOOM LINKS FOR DAY 1:

IGS BRITISH BRANCH MEETING 2021

SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS: 

Link: https://liverpool-ac-uk.zoom.us/j/91875717187?pwd=b1RYRkVDZUxjdnIzMWNi
cDB6T1JUZz09 
Meeting ID: 918 7571 7187 
Passcode: BB_Day1! 

ECS CAREER PANEL DISCUSSION: 

Link: https://liverpool-ac-uk.zoom.us/j/91349656012?pwd=em5ldGZvSnBqSTNNYUJ
hTXNVN01IZz09
Meeting ID: 913 4965 6012 
Passcode: BB_Panel1!

ZOOM MIXER SOCIAL:

Link: https://liverpool-ac-uk.zoom.us/j/91671985620?pwd=QW9ITXJaNHptUmtRbT
Q0clZTaFM4QT09
Meeting ID: 916 7198 5620 
Passcode: BB_Meet1! 

ZOOM LINKS FOR DAY 2:

SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS: 

Link: https://liverpool-ac-uk.zoom.us/j/95544927393?pwd=YjdaNDcxWHBvejNuWX
l5VVF5a3o2QT09 
Meeting ID: 955 4492 7393  
Passcode: BB_Day2! 
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GUEST LECTURE WITH GEORGIA ROSE MURRAY: 

Link: https://liverpool-ac-uk.zoom.us/j/96427516696?pwd=N1AwZE5ZdDE0bHlIaTFt
M0RTbXJ5Zz09
Meeting ID: 964 2751 6696  
Passcode: BB_GRM1!

GATHERTOWN SOCIAL: 

Link: https://gather.town/app/9RlH7RswkRaKgMvM/IGSBB2021

ZOOM LINKS FOR DAY 3:

SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS AND BB AGM: 

Link: https://liverpool-ac-uk.zoom.us/j/92525801049?pwd=SlNDd1Ewajg2Mm9td1E
0aWJHelM5Zz09
Meeting ID: 925 2580 1049   
Passcode: BB_Day3! 
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SESSION
MON
6 SEP

PRESENTER 
(*Student) PRESENTATION TITLE

SCHEDULE FOR DAY 1:

8
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Global distribution and controls on the 
accumulation of fallout radionuclides in 
cryoconite

Contamination in mountain glacial 
environments: a review of anthropogenic 
contaminants in glacial systems and their 
downstream impacts 

Welcome

Arctic Airports at Permafrost 
Thawing Risk

Efthymia 
Koliokosta*

Dylan 
Beard*

Caroline 
Clason

12:30

12:45

14:00 Fennoscandian Ice Sheet glaciation on 
the Kola Peninsula and Russian Lapland

AntArchitecture: towards an age-depth 
model of the WAIS from radiostratigraphy

13:30 Break and virtual socialising on Zoom and/or Kumospace

BAS aerogeophysics data: Releasing 20 
years of radar, magnetic and gravity data 
over Antarctica

Open-source instruments for real-time 
wireless field glaciology

Robert 
Bingham

Benjamin 
Boyes*

Michael R 
Prior Jones

Julien 
Bodart*

(1) Human 
impacts and 

pollution 

Chairs: Lauren 
Rawlins, David 

Ashmore

(2) Records of 
past ice sheet 

change

Chairs: Keir 
Nichols, Stephen 

Livingstone

(3) New Data 
and Geophysical 

Approaches 

Chairs: Emma 
Pearce, TJ Young

14:30

pRESim: A 2D ray-based simulation tool 
for generating cross-sectional glacial radar 
profiles

Jonathan 
Hawkins*

94 GHz radar for snow and ice mapping
William D 
Harcourt*
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16:00 Detailed Characterization of Proglacial Lake 
Temperature Response to Changing Arctic 
Climate using Satellite Thermal Imagery

Insights into the seasonal dynamics of the 
lake-terminating glacier Fjallsjökull, 
south-east Iceland, inferred using ultra-high 
resolution repeat UAV imagery

Nathanial 
R Baurley*

Adrian 
Dye

(4) Remote 
Sensing of the 
Cryosphere 1 

Chairs: Debmita 
Bandyopadhyay, 
Stephen Brough

Seasonal velocity and strain evolution 
of Narsap Sermia, SW Greenland, using 
high-resolution satellite radar data. 

Dominik 
Fahrner*

Estimation of spatial pattern of debris 
thickness- a case study from Hoksar glacier, 
Kashmir Himalayas

Iram 
Ali*

17:00

Break and virtual socialising on Zoom and/or Kumospace15:30

Panel Discussion 
for Early Career 
Scientists (IGS-

EGG and Liverpool 
co-organised)

Panel discussion with four professionals with cryospheric 
PhDs about their career paths outside traditional academia.

Panellists: Dr Arminel Lovell (CDP), Dr Charlie Bunce (Trade in
 Space), Dr Chris Williams (British Geological Survey), 

Dr Damon Davies (Scottish Parliament) 

Zoom mixer - find yourself in four random groups over the hour!18:00

19:00 DAY ENDS
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Towards State-of-the-art Machine 
Learning Models for Glacial Melt Analysis 
in Iceland

SESSION
TUES
7 SEP

PRESENTER 
(*Student) PRESENTATION TITLE

Thomas 
Y Chen*

12:30

13:30 Break and virtual socialising on Zoom and/or Kumospace

Buttressed marine ice sheets: the roles of 
calving and subshelf melting on steady 
state grounding line positions and their 
stability

Ensemble of Coupled Climate-Ice Sheet 
Simulations of the LGM North American 
Ice Sheets 

Niall 
Gandy

Marianne 
Haseloff

(5) Surface 
Mass Balance 

Chairs: Dorothea 
Moser, Doug Mair

(6) Modelling 
Approaches 

Chairs: Kasia 
Warburton, 
Isabel Nias

14:00

WAVI.jl - a fast and friendly ice sheet 
model written in Julia

Alexander 
T Bradley

Ice Flows Computer Game - Greenland 
extension

Anne 
Le Brocq

Greenland Ice Sheet surface mass balance 
1806 to 2020 and its links with global 
climate change

Shannon 
Kelly*

Influence of radiation penetration on ice 
sheet surface melt

Tilly 
Woods*

MONARCHS- A model of Antarctic Surface 
Hydrology and Stability

Sammie 
Buzzard

SCHEDULE FOR DAY 2:
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16:00 Hannah Barnett* (A New Method for Identifying Glacier Surge 
Events in the Karakoram)

Katie Brown* (Computational Methods to Map Surface Meltwater 
on the Antarctic Peninsula Using Sentinel-1 SAR Imagery)

Poster flash talks 
(2 mins and one 
[optional] slide 

to introduce 
your poster) 

and discussion 
break-out rooms 

(3-4 per room) 

Chairs: Will 
Harcourt, Rob 

Bingham

17:00

Break and virtual socialising on Zoom and/or Kumospace15:30

Guest lecture

Arctic Full Circle: Georgia Rose Murray is a Scottish Landscape 
Artist and Lecturer, who has worked alongside scientists over 
the last 6 years, responding to each season above the Arctic 

Circle. In this guest lecture Georgia will discuss her experiences 
in the Arctic, and how these inform her art and research. Find 

out more at: www.georgiarosemurray.com.

Gathertown Social18:00

20:00 DAY ENDS

Harry Clayton* (Long-term remote sensing observations of 
terminus position change and structural glaciology at Ninnis 
Glacier, East Antarctica (1963-2021))

Benjamin Davison (Modelling the effect of submarine iceberg 
melting on glacier-adjacent water properties)

John Hillier (Identifying conditions that sculpted bedforms: 
Human insights to build an effective AI)

Qiao Li (Identifying multi-day to sub-daily supraglacial lake 
change in Greenland from Sentinel 2 and Landsat 8 imagery 
using Google Earth Engine)

Bradley Reed* (Modelling the retreat of Pine Island Glacier 
from a submarine ridge)

Chris Stringer* (A remote view: how Google Earth Engine can 
provide an insight into Antarctica’s dynamic ice-free areas)

Leanne M Wake (The influence of geothermal heat flux on 
simulating past Greenland Ice Sheet evolution)

Holly E Wytiahlowsky* (A song of ice and sediment: a multi-
decadal assessment of post-Little Ice Age glacial to paraglacial 
landscape change in the Upper Zemmgrund, Austria)
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An insight into miniature habitats on 
glaciers: why should we care about 
cryoconite holes?

Ewa 
Poniecka

12:30

13:30 Break and virtual socialising on Zoom and/or Kumospace

(7) Carbon, 
Meltwater, 

Weathering and 
Biogeochemistry

Chairs: Dylan 
Beard, James Lea

Silica export due to alteration at alpine 
glaciers

Alicia M 
Rutledge

CO2 impact of contemporary Greenland 
ice sheet melt

Liz 
Bagshaw

Interactions between ocean colour, 
basal melting and carbon uptake in the 
Amundsen Sea

Andrew 
Twelves*

SESSION
WED
8 SEP

PRESENTER 
(*Student) PRESENTATION TITLE

Shallow seismic structure beneath the 
Greenland Ice Sheet and implications for 
ice dynamics

Glenn 
Jones

14:00

(8) Subglacial 
environments

Chairs: Alex 
Bradley, Marianne 

Haseloff

Inverting ice surface elevation and 
velocity for bed topography beneath 
Thwaites Glacier

Helen 
Ockenden*

Shear dilation in granular till modifies 
subglacial sliding rates

Kasia 
Warburton*

The influence of surface to bed hydrology 
on ice flow, new results from BISICLES

Michael 
McPhail

15:00 IGS BB AGM

15:15 Break and virtual socialising on Zoom and/or Kumospace

Accelerated mass loss and rising ELAs 
of glaciers in the Peruvian Andes

Liam 
Taylor*

15:45

(9) Remote 
Sensing of the 
Cryosphere 2

Chairs: Nathanial 
Baurley, Anne Le 

Brocq

Measuring ice thickness and volume 
across the northern Andes: a remote 
sensing approach

Max. Van 
Wyk de Vries*

Improving Canadian Arctic offshore 
products with iceberg and ice island 
datasets

Anna 
Crawford

SCHEDULE FOR DAY 3:
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Automated iceberg detection using Google 
Earth Engine and ArcticDEM 

Connor Shiggins*

Awards and closing remarks16:45

17:00 MEETING ENDS
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POSTERS

P01 - A New Method for Identifying Glacier 
Surge Events in the Karakoram

Hannah Barnett (University of Exeter & University of Leeds), 
Duncan Quincey, Liam Taylor

Glacier surge events, cyclical accelerations involving the rapid movement of large 
volumes of ice and debris down-glacier, have been well documented in the Karakoram 
since the 1860s. In this study, we develop a method for identifying glacier surges 
based on topographic changes of the glacier surface, using over 600 DEMs from the 
ASTER (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer) archive 
between 2000 and 2020. A discrete area of the Karakoram, including the Hispar, 
Panmah, and Skamri glaciers, were studied in detail using an ASTER DEM timeseries 
in Google Earth Engine to identify surges based on elevation change. These were 
calibrated against surges observed by traditional methods in existing literature. Our 
method successfully identified Karakoram surges across the 20-year time period and 
offers new insights into the dynamics of glacier surging in this region, including the 
elevation change of glaciers following a surge. This method successfully identified 
surges of different lengths and timescales in new detail, and may be an accessible and 
innovative new way to identify glacier surge events. We highlight recommendations 
for future research in glacier surges, include examining the suitability of this method to 
autonomously identify surge events at the global scale.
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P02 - Computational Methods to Map Surface 
Meltwater on the Antarctic Peninsula Using 

Sentinel-1 SAR Imagery
Katie Brown (University of Leeds), Benjamin Davison, Anna Hogg, 

Peter Tuckett, Rebecca Dell, Andrew Sole

During the austral summer, the Antarctic Peninsula is awash with surface meltwater, 
forming extensive areas of supraglacial lakes on both floating and grounded ice. This 
seasonal ponding in surface depressions and crevasses, and the eventual drainage of 
meltwater, can impact ice sheet dynamics and ice shelf stability. However, the seasonal 
evolution of supraglacial lake systems remains poorly understood, partly because 
the region is typically partially obscured by clouds or darkness, which hinders our 
ability to monitor the surface using optical satellite images. High resolution synthetic 
aperture radar (SAR) imagery acquired by Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B, presents 
the opportunity to quantify supraglacial lake areas at high spatial and temporal 
resolution, regardless of cloud cover and light levels. We present and compare three 
computational methods: image segmentation, edge detection and region growing, to 
automatically map surface meltwater on Seal Peninsula and George VI ice shelf using 
Sentinel-1 SAR images. We then illustratively and statistically compare our approaches 
to those obtained using two optical image techniques. We find that each of our three 
meltwater mapping techniques compare favourably with optical techniques but fail 
to distinguish between melt ponds and slush. We suggest that these techniques may 
offer the potential to automatically map supraglacial lake systems over large areas of 
Antarctica, irrespective of cloud cover.
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P03 - Long-term remote sensing observations 
of terminus position change and structural 
glaciology at Ninnis Glacier, East Antarctica 

(1963-2021)
Harry A. B. Clayton (Durham University), Chris Stokes, 

Stewart Jamieson

Remote sensing observations have presented evidence of retreat, thinning and 
acceleration from major East Antarctic outlet glaciers over the last four decades, 
indicating that the East Antarctic Ice Sheet (EAIS) may be more sensitive to climate 
change than previously thought. Ninnis Glacier is a major East Antarctic outlet 
outlined as a glacier at risk owing to its positioning atop a retrograde slope that leads 
inland towards the Wilkes Subglacial Basin (WSB), a region containing 3-4 meters 
sea-level equivalent of ice grounded below sea level. Our aim is to map the changing 
terminus position of Ninnis over the last six decades. We combine oblique aerial 
photography, Synthetic Aperture Radar and optical satellite imagery to produce a 
58-year time-series of terminus position change for Ninnis Glacier between 1963 and 
2021. Additionally, we map Ninnis’ structural glaciology (crevasses and rifts) to establish 
any potential relationships between ice frontal position and the structural integrity of 
the ice tongue. Our results capture three calving events characterised by a 20-25 year 
periodicity. We find that each advance phase extends to a similar location offshore, and 
the calving event results in an inland terminus position that also appears consistent 
with each event. The consistent periodicity and scale of the calving suggest we are 
observing part of a natural cycle. Structural maps show that the two most recent 
calving events were controlled by the development of a central rift system on Ninnis’ 
tongue. However, no discernible change in the extent of crevassing before, during or 
after the most recent calving event in January 2018 was observed. Our study reveals 
that there have been no major changes in behaviour at Ninnis during the study period, 
although further observations are needed to elucidate the local controls on calving 
and whether Ninnis will start exhibiting any response to ongoing climatic changes.
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P04 - Modelling the effect of submarine iceberg 
melting on glacier-adjacent water properties

Benjamin Davison (University of Leeds & University of St. Andrews), 
Tom Cowton, Andrew Sole, Finlo Cottier, Pete Nienow

The rate of ocean-driven retreat of Greenland’s tidewater glaciers remains highly 
uncertain in predictions of future sea level rise, in part due to poorly constrained 
glacier-adjacent water properties. Icebergs and their meltwater contributions are likely 
important modifiers of fjord water properties, yet their effect is poorly understood. 
Here, we use a 3-D ocean circulation model, coupled to a submarine iceberg melt 
module, to investigate the effect of submarine iceberg melting on glacier-adjacent 
water properties in a range of idealised settings. Submarine iceberg melting can 
modify glacier-adjacent water properties in three principle ways: (1) substantial cooling 
and modest freshening in the upper ~50 m of the water column; (2) warming of Polar 
Water at intermediate depths due to iceberg melt-induced upwelling of warm Atlantic 
Water, and; (3) warming of the deeper Atlantic Water layer when vertical temperature 
gradients through this layer are steep (due to vertical mixing of warm water at depth), 
but cooling of the Atlantic Water layer when vertical temperature gradients are 
shallow. The overall effect of iceberg melt is to make glacier-adjacent water properties 
more uniform with depth. When icebergs extend to, or below, the depth of a sill at 
the fjord mouth, they can cause cooling throughout the entire water column. All of 
these effects are more pronounced in fjords with higher iceberg concentrations and 
deeper iceberg keel depths. These iceberg melt-induced changes to glacier-adjacent 
water properties will reduce rates of glacier submarine melting near the surface, but 
increase them in the Polar Water layer, and cause typically modest impacts in the 
AW layer. These results characterise the important role of submarine iceberg melting 
icebergs in modifying ice sheet-ocean interaction, and highlight the need to improve 
representations of fjord processes in ice sheet-scale models.
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P05 - Identifying conditions that sculpted 
bedforms: Human insights to build an 

effective AI
John Hillier (Loughborough University), Chris Unsworth, Luke De Clerk

Results from 42 human participants show that it is visually possible to recognise 
the type of flow that created bedforms (e.g. drumlins, sand dunes, riverbed ripples) 
from short distance-depth profiles, but this is much harder for individual forms. An 
interpreter’s geoscience expertise does not help, indicating a machine learning or ‘AI’ 
algorithm can be trained well from the data alone, especially if multiple bedforms are 
used.
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P06 - Identifying multi-day to sub-daily 
supraglacial lake change in Greenland from 

Sentinel 2 and Landsat 8 imagery using Google 
Earth Engine

Qiao Li (University of Liverpool), James Lea, Stephen Brough

Supraglacial lakes (SGLs) are a major component of the Greenland Ice Sheet(GrIS)’s 
surface hydrology and mass balance. Though monitoring their evolution at multi-day 
to sub-daily timescales has traditionally been performed by relatively low-resolution 
sensors such as MODIS Terra, high spatial and temporal resolution mapping of SGLs 
yet remain unstudied in the Northeast of Greenland.

In this study, we take advantage of frequent orbital crossovers of Sentinel-2 and 
Landsat 8 imagery at high latitudes to monitor lakes at spatial resolutions up to/over 
an order of magnitude higher than MODIS Terra (10 m to 30 m, compared to ~250 
m for MODIS Terra).  Through leveraging the cloud computing resources of GEE, we 
are able to develop a workflow to track the evolution of lakes for all available Sentinel 
2 and Landsat 8 within a given time frame. Combined with high incidence of orbital 
crossovers, this allows multi-day to sub-daily mapping of SGLs. 

To identify lakes, we build on the approach of Moussavi et al. (2020) that was developed 
for Antarctica within Google Earth Engine (GEE), and explore the sensitivity of their 
workflow for application to the catchment of the North East Greenland Ice Stream 
(NEGIS) to map changes in supraglacial lake cover through the 2019 melt season. 
To improve efficiency of analysis, we analyse 282 large lakes (>0.125 km2) that have 
previously been identified through analysis of MODIS Terra imagery. All lake outlines 
are appended with image ID and lake area metadata to facilitate analysis, and allow 
each lake outline to be traced back to the original image that it was derived from.
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P07 - Modelling the retreat of Pine Island Glacier 
from a submarine ridge

Bradley Reed (Bangor University), Mattias Green, Hilmar 
Gudmundsson, Adrian Jenkins

Pine Island Glacier (PIG), in West Antarctica, has been undergoing dramatic 
changes since at least the start of the satellite observational period. In the 1970s PIG 
ungrounded from a submarine ridge, which is believed to have been caused by 
extreme changes in ocean conditions linked to El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) 
events. PIG has since retreated over 30km, sped up by 75% and thinned by more than 
100m. However, these changes have not been consistent over time and instead have 
occurred episodically. This behaviour is likely caused by a combination of large-scale 
climate variability and changing ocean conditions as well as the unstable configuration 
of grounding lines, but the relative importance of each of these is unknown. 
In this study the ice flow model Úa is used to investigate the retreat of PIG from the 
submarine ridge. Using a melt rate parameterisation based on a 1D plume model, 
warm ocean conditions are applied in short intense pulses to replicate ENSO events. 
We are interested to see whether the retreat is self-reinforced or a combination of 
ocean forcing and ice dynamics. This work will help us understand and model the 
response of similar glaciers to extreme changes in ocean conditions caused by more 
frequent ENSO events in a warming future.
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P08 - A remote view: how Google Earth Engine 
can provide an insight into Antarctica’s dynamic 

ice-free areas
Chris Stringer (University of Leeds)

Despite only covering 0.32% of its landmass, Antarctica’s ice-free regions are 
disproportionately important sediment sources. These areas contain vast quantities 
of poorly-consolidated sediments and are characterised by paraglacial and periglacial 
processes that make this sediment available for transport. It is projected that proglacial 
landscapes will increase in size in coming decades as a consequence of rising 
temperatures and the resultant loss of glacier mass. However, there has been relatively 
little research conducted into the landcover and dynamics of Antarctic proglacial 
environments; particularly outside of the Dry Valleys of McMurdo Sound. This lack of 
data is largely a consequence of the difficulties associated with accessing the Antarctic 
continent and the computational challenges of remote-sensing on such a large spatial 
scale. With the use of Google Earth Engine’s cloud-computing platform, this study 
aims to quantify changes to Antarctica’s major ice-free areas. Land classifications for 
the major ice-free regions of Antarctica will be presented at 30m resolution, produced 
using a combination of K-means clustering and support vector machines (SVM) 
on images from the Landsat satellite collections. Preliminary investigation into the 
accuracy of these classifications has shown an agreement of 75.4% when compared 
to a classification of an ESA Sentinel-2 mosaic. Change detection has been conducted 
at a 2 km resolution and has identified several areas that are potentially undergoing 
change, with notable examples being the perceived expansion of river systems 
and supraglacial water in the James Ross Archipelago. This poster will present the 
techniques used to classify landcover and the potential changes that are occurring in 
the context of a warming climate in Antarctica.
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P09 - The influence of geothermal heat flux on 
simulating past Greenland Ice Sheet evolution
Leanne M. Wake (Northumbria University), Francois P.H. Lapointe, 

Parviz Ajourlou, Glenn A. Milne, Sami Samie Esfahany, Yasmina Martos

Geothermal heat flux (GHF) is known to be an important control on the basal thermal 
state of an ice sheet which, in turn, is a key factor in governing how the ice sheet will 
evolve in response to a given climate forcing. In recent years, several studies have 
estimated GHF beneath the Greenland ice sheet (GrIS) using different approaches 
and comparison of these different estimates indicates poor agreement and thus large 
uncertainty in our knowledge of this important boundary condition for modelling the 
ice sheet. The primary aim of this study is to quantify the influence of this uncertainty 
on modelling the past evolution of the ice sheet with a focus on ice sheet behaviour 
since the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM). We build on past work (Rogozhina et al., 2011) 
that considered three GHF models by considering over 100 statistically equivalent 
realisations of the GHF input field, via a spatial sampling procedure which uses 
uncertainty estimates from Martos et al. (2018). A sensitivity analysis using these 
realisations and the Parallel Ice Sheet Model (PISM) indicates uncertainty in GHF 
has a clear impact on both the volume and spatial distribution of ice in our paleo 
simulations. For example, modelled ice volume during the late Holocene varies by ±0.5 
m (sea level equivalent) due to uncertainty in the input GHF field.  This variability in ice 
volume is driven by enhanced rates of ice flux across the grounding line, lasting several 
centuries, in ensemble members with higher-than-average GHF in the northeast 
region of the GrIS. Our results indicate that more precise constraints on this boundary 
condition or inclusion of a number of plausible GHF configurations in modelling 
studies are required to improve our understanding of past ice sheet evolution and, 
consequently, reduce uncertainty in future projections.
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P10 - A song of ice and sediment: a multi-
decadal assessment of post-Little Ice Age glacial 

to paraglacial landscape change in the Upper 
Zemmgrund, Austria

Holly E. Wytiahlowsky (Aberystwyth University & Durham University), 
Marie E. Busfield, Adam J. Hepburn

Post-1850 Little Ice Age (LIA) termination in the European Alps resulted in a dynamic 
transformation from active glaciation to a deglaciation scenario. This study presents 
multi-decadal geomorphological maps for Schwarzensteinkees, Hornkees and 
Waxeggkees glaciers in the Zillertal Alps, Austria. Mapping was undertaken using 
high-resolution optical satellite imagery and historical imagery, in a location not 
previously mapped to such spatial or temporal resolution. Landforms and proglacial 
features were mapped within their post-LIA maximum, and changes in glacier surface 
area, structure (e.g., crevassing) and supraglacial debris extent are quantified. We 
infer moderate post-LIA meltwater discharge from the landform record, with post-
1980 glacial landform formation restricted by a lack of deformable substrate despite 
increasing supraglacial debris. Combined glacierized area decreased by 10.98 km² 
1850-2019 accompanied by a 63.73% increase in crevassing per km² and a 3% increase 
in debris cover as a percentage of glacier area between 1971-2019. The rate of glacier 
area loss is accelerating, with the largest valley glacier, Schwarzensteinkees recording 
the greatest loss post-LIA. It is highly unlikely that the Zemmgrund will remain 
glaciated in ~40-50 years if current retreat rates are maintained, with increased risk of 
geohazards to down-valley communities. This study illustrates the impact of climatic 
warming and the potentially critical situation facing high mountain glaciated valley 
landsystems should emissions remain unabated.
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TALKS

T01 - Estimation of spatial pattern of debris 
thickness- a case study from Hoksar glacier, 

Kashmir Himalayas
Iram Ali (University of Kashmir), Aparna Shuklab, 

Shakil Ahmed Romshoo

Supraglacial debris is of great interest to glaciologists as it significantly alters the 
response of debris-covered glaciers to climate forcing. The current study intends 
to estimate the spatial pattern of debris thickness on the Hoksar glacier, Kashmir 
Himalaya by developing empirical and thermal resistance approaches. Empirical 
approach for the debris thickness estimation was developed based on surface 
temperature input from Terra AST08 (20/10/2015) and Landsat OLI (8/09/2015) thermal 
imagery, in-situ surface temperature and debris thickness measurements. The 
distribution of debris thickness through thermal resistance approach was estimated 
by calculating net radiations coupled by the information from remote sensing 
surface temperature and climate reanalysis NCEP/NCAR data. Results from both the 
approaches showed heterogeneous debris thickness distribution throughout the 
debris-covered zone of the glacier. A general trend of increasing debris thickness 
towards the snout at lower elevations was reflected from both the approaches. 
However, the thermal resistance approach estimated an average debris thickness 
of 20±14 cm from Landsat OLI and 23±17 cm from AST08 on Hoksar glacier, which 
was comparatively higher than 18.9±7.9 cm debris thickness observed from field. 
Transect-wise spatial variability of debris thickness from empirical approach showed a 
significant deviation of 26.9% and 35% from AST08 and Landsat OLI when compared 
with field.

Alternately, a spatial variability of debris thickness from thermal resistance approach 
showed a minimum deviation of 11.6% from AST08 and 11.8% from Landsat OLI 
respectively. In view of the results achieved at the glacier-wide scale both the 
approaches could prove useful in gaining knowledge regarding the spatial pattern 
of debris thickness over different Himalayan glaciers where the field debris thickness 
measurements are scarce.
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T02 - CO2 impact of contemporary Greenland 
ice sheet melt

Liz Bagshaw (University of Cardiff), Martyn Tranter, Phil Renforth, 
Jemma Wadham, Jon Hawkings, Guillaume Lamarche-Gagnon, 

Alex Beaton

CO2 dissolved in ice sheet meltwaters has been postulated to impact regional 
carbon cycles, but the mechanism and effect of large scale ice melt on local, regional 
and global carbon balance is unknown. We report high resolution and continuous 
measurements of ice sheet runoff chemistry from two catchments in Greenland 
and model the CO2 balance of meltwaters to understand their impacts on regional 
and global systems. Results demonstrate that glacier erosion and drainage system 
reorganisation ensured sufficient sediment supply for substantial subglacial 
chemical weathering, without requiring access to atmospheric gases. Meltwaters 
were undersaturated with respect to atmospheric CO2 for the vast majority of the 
melt season. Undersaturated meltwaters drawdown CO2 from the atmosphere; 
however, this is balanced by CO2 returned to the atmosphere via marine carbonate 
precipitation. Meltwater from the contemporary Greenland ice sheet therefore has the 
potential to provide a negative carbon feedback, prompting the release of up to 1.8 Tg 
CO2 annually to the atmosphere, even though meltwaters remain undersaturated. The 
timescale and global significance of this process remains unknown.
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T03 - Insights into the seasonal dynamics of the 
lake-terminating glacier Fjallsjökull, south-east 

Iceland, inferred using ultra-high resolution 
repeat UAV imagery

Nathaniel R. Baurley (University of Southampton), Jane K. Hart

Proglacial lakes are becoming ubiquitous at the termini of many glaciers worldwide, 
leading to increased glacier mass loss and terminus retreat. However, despite the 
highly dynamic nature and relative insensitivity to climate of many lake-terminating 
glaciers, an understanding of the key processes forcing their behaviour is lacking. As 
a result, it is difficult at present to accurately assess and predict the future response 
of these glaciers to continued warming. In addition, current methods of investigating 
lake-terminating glacier dynamics, such as satellite remote sensing, do still suffer from 
important limitations. A novel alternative is the use of repeat uncrewed aerial vehicle 
(UAV) imagery, which can provide high resolution (cm-scale) imagery of the ice surface 
at varying spatial and temporal scales, depending on the needs of the researcher. As a 
result, this study utilised ultra-high resolution repeat UAV imagery to provide insights 
into the changing dynamics of Fjallsjökull, a lake-terminating glacier in southeast 
Iceland, over two periods during the 2019 summer melt season. The findings indicate 
that the overall dynamics of the glacier are controlled by the ~120 m deep subglacial 
channel under the study region, leading to increased ice acceleration, thinning and 
retreat. Such a correspondence between ice velocity and surface thinning suggests 
the implementation of the positive feedback mechanism “dynamic thinning” in 
this region of Fjallsjökull, with such heightened rates of surface thinning and frontal 
retreat continuing in future until the glacier recedes out of the subglacial channel 
into shallower water. Within this overall pattern, however, more localised, short-term 
changes in glacier dynamics are also observed which are likely to be forced primarily 
by subaqueous melting at the waterline. Although further work is required, these 
results clearly highlight the need for continued monitoring of lake-terminating glaciers 
at varying spatial and temporal scales.
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T04 - Contamination in mountain glacial 
environments: a review of anthropogenic 
contaminants in glacial systems and their 

downstream impacts
Dylan B. Beard (University of Plymouth), Caroline C. Clason, 

Sally Rangecroft

Glacial environments have previously been seen as pristine locations, but recent 
research has shown that glaciers can accumulate and store contaminants over 
long timescales, through atmospheric deposition, sedimentation, glacial hydrology 
and mass movement. Investigations have identified numerous anthropogenically 
derived contaminants found within the global cryosphere, including fallout 
radionuclides (FRNs), microplastics, persistent organic pollutants (POPs), carbon based 
contaminants and nitrate based contaminants. Through mechanisms of secondary 
contaminant release, these anthropogenic contaminants are finding their way into 
glacial riverine systems and downstream environments. With over a billion people 
relying on glacial meltwater for water and food security, and ecosystems in glaciated 
environments relying on a delicate balance of nutrient availability and environmental 
chemistry, the introduction of these contaminants could have detrimental 
implications to both humans and ecosystems. It is important to understand and 
quantify current contaminant levels in the global mountain cryosphere so that 
current and future threats can be mitigated. Furthermore, it is also essential to assess 
contaminant pathways to investigate how contaminants move through downstream 
environments in order to fully understand the impacts that they may have on human, 
ecosystem and environmental health.
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T05 - AntArchitecture: towards an age-depth 
model of the WAIS from radiostratigraphy

Robert G. Bingham (University of Edinburgh), Julien A. Bodart, David 
W. Ashmore, Duncan A. Young, Nanna B. Karlsson, Neil Ross, Olaf 

Eisen, Joseph MacGregor and members of the AntArchitecture SCAR 
Action Group

Throughout the Quaternary Antarctica’s ice cover has waxed and waned, inducing 
concomitant rises and falls in global sea level. It is critical to understand the rates 
and drivers of these past oscillations in order to contextualise current observations of 
persistent and accelerating losses of ice from contemporary Antarctica, and thereby 
project as accurately as possible the rates at which future global sea-level rise fuelled 
by ice melt will occur. An under-utilised resource that records these past ice conditions, 
and hence indirectly records past climate, has been acquired from ice-penetrating 
radar (IPR) surveys acquired by multiple groups over the last >50 years across 
Antarctica. Although primarily motivated to sound the ice-sheet bed and thereby 
measure ice thickness and volume, the majority of IPR surveys have also sounded 
numerous internal-reflecting horizons that have remained under-utilised to date.

In summer 2018, an international initiative was established to coordinate international 
efforts in the lodging and scientific applications of Antarctica’s “radiostratigraphy”, 
ultimately to develop a continent-wide age-depth model of Antarctica’s ice which 
can, for example, be used to link deep ice cores, and ultimately help to reconstruct 
past accumulation, ice dynamics and basal melting. Invoking the concept that 
radar-sounded englacial layering reflects the internal architecture of Antarctica, the 
initiative has collectively been termed AntArchitecture, and is presently funded as an 
international Action Group by the Scientific Committee for Antarctic Research.

An expanded outline of AntArchitecture and its timeline of activities can be accessed 
here: https://www.scar.org/science/antarchitecture/about/ 

This presentation provides a status report of activities and achievement of 
AntArchitecture to September 2021. 
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T06 - BAS aerogeophysics data: Releasing 
20 years of radar, magnetic and gravity data 

over Antarctica
Julien A. Bodart (British Antarctic Survey), Alice Fremand, 

Tom A. Jordan, Fausto. Ferraccioli, Carl Robinson, David G. Vaughan, 
Hugh F.J. Corr.

The UK Polar Data Centre (PDC, https://www.bas.ac.uk/data/uk-pdc/) is the focal 
point for Antarctic environmental data management in the UK. Part of the Natural 
Environmental Research Council’s (NERC) network of environmental data centres and 
based at the British Antarctic Survey (BAS), the PDC coordinates the management of 
polar data from UK-funded research. 

In the last two years, the geophysics team at the PDC has made significant progress to 
improve the management of BAS aerogeophysics data, a challenging task considering 
that the British Antarctic Survey is one of the largest acquisitors of airborne geophysics 
data over Antarctica. In 2020, we published bedrock elevation data for fourteen 
airborne radar surveys over the continent, and more than thirty airborne gravity and 
magnetics datasets. This year, we will release large swaths of processed airborne radar 
data collected by BAS since the early 2000s, including extensive surveys over Pine 
Island (2004-05) and Thwaites (2018-20) glaciers, as well as the large surveys covering 
the Wilkes subglacial basin (2005-06) and the South Pole (2015-16), amongst others.

Considerable effort has been made to curate these datasets to make them up-to-
date and comply with the FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Re-usable) 
principles. In doing so, we believe that these datasets will be a valuable asset to 
future geophysical and glaciological studies over the Antarctic. Our aim here is to 
show our progress in re-processing and publishing these datasets and, for the first 
time, showcase our new Polar Aerogeophysics Data Portal which will serve as a user-
friendly interface to discover and download the newly-published aerogeophysics data 
deposited on BAS’s data catalogue. 
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T07 - Fennoscandian Ice Sheet glaciation on 
the Kola Peninsula and Russian Lapland

Benjamin Boyes (University of Brighton), Lorna Linch, 
and Danni Pearce

Previous reconstructions of the glacial history of the last Fennoscandian Ice sheet 
(FIS) in northwest Arctic Russia are limited in scope owing to a lack of empirical 
geomorphological and chronological data. As a result, previous reconstructions 
suggest the Kola Peninsula was glaciated by either the FIS, the Ponoy Ice Cap, or 
the Kara Sea Ice Sheet. A new high-resolution glacial geomorphological map of the 
Kola Peninsula and Russian Lapland which includes over 245,000 mapped glacial 
landforms is used to reconstruct the pattern, style, and timing of Late Weichselian (c. 
40-10 ka) glaciation. Over 66,000 subglacial bedforms are summarised as flowsets, 
which demonstrate that ice flow patterns evolved throughout the Late Weichselian. 
Moreover, four possible palaeo-ice streams are identified in the region. An interlobate 
landform complex, stretching almost 400 km along the southeastern Kola Peninsula 
coastline, is likely to be a time-transgressive landform assemblage, formed at an east- 
and northeast-migrating junction between the warm-based White Sea Ice Stream 
and cold-based ice on the Kola Peninsula, probably before the Last Glacial Maximum. 
Other moraines and meltwater landforms are used to reconstruct retreating ice 
margin positions. FIS retreat is characterised by thinning, resulting in a lobate ice 
margin retreating from east to west. Belts of hummock moraines stretching between 
the southern and northern Kola Peninsula coastlines indicate several standstills during 
retreat. However, the ring and ridge morphology of the moraines suggest the ice 
margin underwent sustained readvances, possibly in response to deteriorating climatic 
conditions. This research will provide crucial empirical data for validating numerical 
model simulations of the FIS, which in turn will further our understanding of ice sheet 
dynamics in other Arctic, Antarctic, and Alpine regions.
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T08 - WAVI.jl, a fast and friendly ice sheet 
model, written in Julia

Alexander T. Bradley (British Antarctic Survey), Robert Arthern

WAVI.jl (Wavelet-based, Adaptive-grid Vertically-integrated Ice sheet model) is a 
software package to solve the “hybrid” shallow ice/shallow shelf equations set out 
in Arthern et al. (2015) using a finite volume method. A wavelet based-adaptive grid 
preconditioner is used to accelerate the solution of the stress balance equation. 

The model is open source, and includes many community parametrizations of ice 
sheet processes, particularly those related to melt rates. WAVI.jl is fast and flexible 
enough for use in detailed scientific research yet simple enough for students and 
those with no programming experience.
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T09 - MONARCHS- A model of Antarctic 
Surface Hydrology and Stability

Sammie Buzzard (Cardiff University), Alex Robel

The formation of surface meltwater has been linked with the disintegration of 
many ice shelves in the Antarctic Peninsula over the last several decades. Despite 
the importance of surface meltwater production and transport to ice shelf stability, 
knowledge of these processes is still lacking. Understanding the surface hydrology of 
ice shelves is an essential first step to reliably project future sea level rise from ice sheet 
melt.

In order to better understand the processes driving meltwater distribution on ice 
shelves, we present results from case studies using a new 3-D model of surface 
hydrology for Antarctic ice shelves. It is the first comprehensive model of surface 
hydrology to be developed for Antarctic ice shelves, enabling us to incorporate key 
processes such as the lateral transport of surface meltwater. Recent observations 
suggest that surface hydrology processes on ice shelves are more complex than 
previously thought, and that processes such as lateral routing of meltwater across ice 
shelves, ice shelf flexure and surface debris all play a role in the location and influence 
of meltwater. Our model allows us to account for these and is calibrated and validated 
through both remote sensing and field observations. Here we present results from in 
depth studies from selected ice shelves with significant surface melt features.

This community-driven, open-access model has been developed with input from 
observations, and allows us to provide new insights into surface meltwater distribution 
on Antarctica’s ice shelves. This enables us to answer key questions about their past 
and future evolution under changing atmospheric conditions and vulnerability to 
meltwater driven hydrofracture and collapse.
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T10 - Towards State-of-the-art Machine Learning 
Models for Glacial Melt Analysis in Iceland
Thomas Y. Chen (Academy for Mathematics, Science, and 

Engineering, New Jersey)

Icelandic glaciers have receded significantly over the last one hundred years in large 
part due to anthropogenic climate change. For example, from 2000 to 2019, 750 
square kilometers, or 7 percent of the Icelandic glacial surface, were lost. In order to 
further understand the impacts of global warming on the Arctic and the world at 
large, glacial change is an important geophysical parameter to study. In this work, we 
propose a novel automated machine learning-driven technique for the assessment 
of the recession of Icelandic glaciers over the last century. We utilize satellite imagery 
and harness transfer learning for change detection across time scales. We propose 
a convolutional neural network (CNN), of the ResNet architecture, to be trained 
on this multitemporal data. The primary aim is to provide a more comprehensive, 
computational methodology for the assessment of the visible impacts of climate 
change on the island via Earth observation. Furthermore, we conduct model 
intercomparisons with other CNN architectures to analyze algorithm efficacy and 
move towards state-of-the-art results.
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T11 - Global distribution and controls on 
the accumulation of fallout radionuclides 

in cryoconite
Caroline Clason (University of Plymouth), Giovanni Baccolo, Edyta 

Łokas, Philip Owens, Przemyslaw Wachniew, Dylan Beard, Ewa 
Poniecka, Will Blake, Geoff Millward, Alex Taylor, Nick Selmes, 

Elizabeth Bagshaw, Joseph Cook, Ralph Fyfe, Melanie Hay, Deborah 
Land, Nozomu Takeuchi, Massimiliano Nastasi, Monica Sisti, Francesca 

Pittino, Andrea Franzetti, Roberto Ambrosini

Fallout radionuclides (FRNs) are a product of nuclear accidents and weapons testing, 
and are known environmental contaminants. There has been extensive research 
into impacts of FRN deposition for human and ecosystem health; however, this has 
rarely extended to the cryosphere. The results of our international collaboration reveal 
widespread accumulation of FRNs in cryoconite from 30 sites and 477 samples across 
the Arctic, the Alps, the Caucasus, North America, the Andes, the Himalaya and 
Antarctica. The activity levels of FRNs found in many samples are orders of magnitude 
higher than those in other environmental matrices such as mosses and lichens, and 
include some of the highest ever recorded outside of nuclear exclusion zones. This 
raises important questions around the role of glaciers, and specifically cryoconite and 
its interaction with meltwater, in concentrating - and eventually releasing - FRNs to 
levels above those historically deposited in the surrounding environment. We compare 
FRNs in cryoconite with a range of geographical and environmental factors, and find 
no significant correlation between 137Cs and distance from Chernobyl, and moderate 
correlations for 241Am and 210Pb which deteriorate to no significant correlation when 
only Northern Hemisphere sites are considered. We also find no correlation with 
distance from the sea, or with mean elevation, but a moderate correlation between 
precipitation and both 137Cs and 241Am, highlighting the importance of scavenging 
of atmospheric contaminants by snow. Notably, we find a strong correlation between 
organic matter and activities of both 137Cs and 210Pb, reflecting the capacity of 
cryoconite to bind FRNs due the presence of extracellular polymeric substances. Given 
the widespread occurrence of FRNs in glacier catchments, the impacts on water and 
environmental quality, including uptake of FRNs by flora and fauna, should be a focus 
of future research as glaciers continue to retreat and release legacy contaminants into 
proglacial environments.
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T12 - Improving Canadian Arctic offshore 
products with iceberg and ice island datasets
Anna Crawford (University of St. Andrews), Adam Garbo, Derek 

Mueller, Luke Copland

In-situ observational data is challenging to collect from the marine environment in the 
Canadian Arctic due to remoteness and sea-ice cover. This has resulted in sparse direct 
seafloor mapping and regionally unvalidated models of iceberg drift and deterioration. 
We highlight two iceberg and ice island (a large, tabular iceberg) datasets and 
demonstrate their use for improving bathymetry estimates and interrogating the 
performance of iceberg drift models.

The Canadian Ice Island Drift, Deterioration and Detection (CI2D3) Database is 
composed of > 25,000 georeferenced polygons of manually-tracked ice islands 
originating from north Greenland ice shelves.  Erroneous seafloor heights were 
identified in two bathymetric products, the National Ocean and Atmospheric 
Administration ETOPO1 Global Relief Model and the International Bathymetric Chart 
of the Arctic Ocean (IBCAO), through a conservative comparison of keel depths and 
seafloor heights under 99 polygons associated with grounded ice islands. Seafloor 
depths in either or both of these bathymetric products were too deep for grounding 
to occur at 41 locations, suggesting they were erroneous. A subset of 45 tracks from a 
database of 145 iceberg beacon drift tracks were compared to simulations from the 
North American Ice Service’s iceberg drift model. Preliminary results indicate that, 
though the model can sometimes produce realistic simulations of drift in Baffin Bay, 
accurate predictions can be thwarted by poor input data and incomplete accounting 
of the controls on iceberg motion.

Satellite-derived and in-situ observations of icebergs and ice islands can contribute 
to improvements of offshore products, which is imperative for ensuring safety in 
remote regions. The CI2D3 database was compiled by the Water and Ice Research Lab 
(Carleton University) and the Canadian Ice Service (Environment and Climate Change 
Canada) and is available through the Polar Data Catalogue (DOI: 10.21963/12678), 
whereas the iceberg beacon tracks will be publicly released in the coming months.
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T13 - Detailed Characterization of Proglacial 
Lake Temperature Response to Changing Arctic 

Climate using Satellite Thermal Imagery
Adrian Dye (University of York), David Rippin, Francesca Falcini, 

Robert Bryant, Emma Dodd

In a warming climate it is imperative to be able to predict rates of glacier retreat and 
freshwater flux into the oceans. Proglacial lakes have increased in number and extent 
across many mountain areas and have been shown to accelerate mass loss rates 
through a. mechanical processes and b. thermal processes (Carrivick and Tweed, 2013). 
Despite an increasing number of warm temperature events in Arctic areas, a common 
assumption persists that smaller proglacial lakes remain at a uniform 1 C (Truffer and 
Motyka, 2016). Within the context of future predicted increases in air temperatures it 
is increasingly important to test this assumption through quantification of changes in 
proglacial lake thermal regime.

We have used field and remote sensing data to conduct an inventory of proglacial 
lakes and temperature measurements from key sites in Arctic Sweden. During 
August 2014, 33% of glaciers had a proglacial lake in their fore-field, with 47% of these 
being ice-contact. Analysis of ASTER AST08 data demonstrates that 11 out of the 12 
largest proglacial lakes had daytime lake surface water temperatures (LSWT) of >6 
C in July 2018. We present thermistor data of lake water temperatures that shows a 
strong validation (R2 = 0.9365) of the LSWT from the AST08 temperature product and 
the Landsat LST algorithm developed by Ermida et al., (2020). We analyse seasonal 
variation in LSWTs across proglacial lakes in Arctic Sweden during the 2017 melt 
season (near average). We compare this baseline dataset to the summers heatwaves of 
2014 (LSWTAV = 8.9 C) and 2018 (LSWTAV = 11.8 C). We argue that such studies should 
be extended to other areas of the Arctic in response to extreme temperature events 
during the summer. 
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T14 - Seasonal velocity and strain evolution 
of Narsap Sermia, SW Greenland, using high-

resolution satellite radar data
Dominik Fahrner (University of Liverpool),

Pablo J. Gonzalez, James M. Lea

Greenland’s tidewater glaciers (TWG) have been retreating since the mid-1990s, 
contributing to mass loss from the Greenland Ice Sheet and sea level rise. Radar 
satellite imagery has been widely used to determine TWG velocities and to investigate 
changes in seasonal or annual ice dynamics. However, currently available medium 
resolution data make it difficult to capture velocities in detail and determine local 
strain conditions.

Here we present high-resolution satellite aperture radar (SAR) derived surface 
velocities and strains for Narsap Sermia, SW Greenland for the period October 2019 
to January 2021 to cover a full seasonal cycle. SAR data was processed using the ISCE 
software (Rosen et al., 2012) to form time separated image pairs from which ice surface 
velocities (posting ~16 metres) along azimuth and range directions were obtained. 
Shear, longitudinal and transverse surface strains were derived using x/y velocity 
vectors rotated to flow direction (left to right) and smoothed to the input posting. 

The velocity data shows acceleration in spring 2020 followed by a summer slow-down 
to an annual minimum. This is followed by acceleration throughout winter 2020/21, 
with flow speeds matching or exceeding those of spring acceleration in 2019, which 
has not been observed in previous years. The derived shear strains reveal that lateral 
shear zones reach further into the centre of the glacier than previously anticipated. 
Longitudinal strains show a distinct separation of the northern and southern sector 
of the glacier, with extension in the south and compression in the north. The high-
resolution data makes it possible to identify local high-strain areas and assess their 
evolution over time, which could provide a better understanding of suitable scales 
over which to determine strain rates for calving laws within ice sheet models. The 
results indicate a change in seasonal behaviour of Narsap Sermia in late 2020 with 
acceleration present during winter.
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T15 - Ensemble of Coupled Climate-Ice Sheet 
Simulations of the LGM North American 

Ice Sheets
Niall Gandy (University of Leeds), Lauren Gregoire, Lachlan Astfalck, 
Robin Smith, Ruza Ivanovic, Daniel Williamson, Sam Sherriff-Tadano

Interactions between ice sheets and the climate mean that a coupled climate-ice 
sheet model is the preferable tool to simulate future ice sheet change. However, these 
models are computationally expensive, and future projections cannot be easily verified. 
To address this, the Last Glacial Maximum North American ice sheets can be used as 
a challenging out of sample test for models. We run a series of large ensembles with 
a coupled fast-running climate-ice sheet model (FAMOUS-Ice), simulating the final 
stages of growth to the last North American Ice Sheets’ maximum extent. Using this 
large ensemble approach, we explore the influence of uncertain ice sheet, albedo, 
atmospheric, and oceanic parameters on the ice sheet extent. We find that albedo 
parameters determine the majority of uncertainty when simulating the Last Glacial 
Maximum North American Ice Sheets. Importantly, different albedo parameters 
are needed to produce a good match to the Last Glacial Maximum North American 
Ice Sheets than are required to model the contemporary Greenland Ice Sheet, due 
to differences in the ice sheets’ climatologies. This is an important factor not just in 
simulations palaeo ice sheets, but also for future projections.
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T16 - 94 GHz radar for snow and ice mapping
William D. Harcourt (University of St. Andrews), Duncan A. Robertson, 

David G. Macfarlane, Brice R. Rea, Matteo Spagnolo, Doug I. Benn, 
Michael R. James

Advances in remote sensing technology have revolutionised our understanding of the 
world’s cryosphere and how it is changing due to climate warming. Whilst modern 
satellite constellations (e.g. the Copernicus Sentinel missions, Landsat, TanDEM-X) 
have enabled operational monitoring of the Earth’s surface on a global scale, they are 
still limited by long revisit times and coarse spatial resolution, hence ground-based 
sensing techniques are used to fill these data gaps. In this contribution, we will review 
the capabilities of millimetre-wave radar at 94 GHz (~3 mm wavelength) as a new 
sensing modality for cryosphere monitoring. Radar systems operating at millimetre 
wavelengths can map environmental terrain at high spatial resolution and in almost 
any weather condition, a combination that overcomes the shortcomings of previous 
techniques such as lower frequency microwave radar and electro-optical instruments. 
We will demonstrate the capabilities of the AVTIS2 94 GHz radar, which was built and 
developed at the University of St Andrews, for cryosphere monitoring using three case 
studies. In the first, we will report on 94 GHz radar backscatter statistics from glacier 
ice using data collected at Rhonegletscher in the Swiss Alps. The second case study 
will investigate snowpack radar backscatter characteristics at 94 GHz and use this 
to detect snow surface activity in the Cairngorms National Park, Scotland. Our final 
case study aims to illustrate the application of AVTIS2 to monitoring glacier calving 
activity, anticipated at Hansbreen, Svalbard, in summer 2021. Our contribution will set 
out the new sensing capabilities offered by millimetre-wave radar and discuss future 
possibilities for applying it to cryosphere settings.
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T17 - Buttressed marine ice sheets: the roles of 
calving and subshelf melting on steady state 

grounding line positions and their stability
Marianne Haseloff (Northumbria University), Olga Sergienko

Mass loss from ice shelves through calving and melting is one of the main drivers 
of marine ice sheet retreat. These mass loss processes must be parametrized in 
ice sheet models, but the effect of different parametrizations on grounding line 
evolution is insuffciently understood. Here we use a range of analytical, semi-analytical 
and numerical models to study how combining different melt rate and calving 
parametrizations affects steady state grounding line positions and their stability. We 
present an extended grounding line flux formula that accounts for lateral confinement 
on both the grounded and the floating ice and different ice shelf mass loss processes. 
Combined with a linear stability analysis, this provides an efficient tool to evaluate how 
different modelling choices affect grounding positions.

Our results suggest that the variability in grounding line positions due to different 
calving laws is greater than the variability due to different melt rate parametrizations. 
We further show that for general melt rate parametrizations, the backstress at 
the grounding line depends at leading order on the integrated ice shelf mass flux. 
Consequently, melting closer to the grounding line reduces ice shelf buttressing 
more than melting farther away from it. We demonstrate that different melt rate 
parametrizations can lead to a large spread in ice shelf profiles and grounding line 
positions for the same average melt rate. In particular, if the melt rate depends on the 
slope of the ice shelf draft, then the positive feedback between increased melting and 
steepening of the slope can lead to singular melt rates at the ice shelf front, producing 
an apparent lower limit of the shelf front thickness as the ice thickness goes to zero 
over a small boundary layer. Our results illustrate that the evolution of marine ice 
sheets is highly dependent on the ice shelf mass loss mechanisms, and that existing 
parametrizations lead to a wide range in modelled ice shelf-driven grounding line 
retreat.
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T18 - pRESim: A 2D ray-based simulation tool for 
generating cross-sectional glacial radar profiles

Jonathan Hawkins (University College London), Lai Bun Lok, 
Keith Nicholls, Paul Brennan

Downward-looking radars are widely employed in glaciology and synthetic 
aperture radar (SAR) techniques can improve their horizontal resolution. To aid the 
development of SAR processing methodologies and to address the large computation 
times overhead associated with glacial-scale electromagnetic simulation domains, 
we present a prototype software tool to generate swept-frequency radar profiles 
of complex glacial cross-sections defined by two-dimensional layered geometries 
in MATLAB.  pRESim (phase-sensitive radio echo simulator) allows configuration of 
the radar signal parameters, survey locations and monostatic or bistatic antenna 
configurations within model geometries composed of stacked, arbitrarily shaped, 
dielectric layers with user-defined permittivity, loss and roughness. Model layers are 
discretised into sub-wavelength segments and the radar response is found by solving 
for the least-time Fresnel ray path between the transmit antenna, each layer segment 
and the receive antenna. The received power is derived from the englacial dielectric 
loss, geometric spreading, and a bidirectional reflectivity distribution function to 
emulate diffuse reflections from layers. The response from each discrete layer segment 
is summed coherently to generate the overall radar profile, which is in turn repeated 
for each survey location. The ray-based 2D models of typical geometries of interest 
are validated on a laptop and benchmarked against commercial 3D finite-difference 
time domain simulation software running on a high performance computing cluster, 
and demonstrate a reduction in computation time by greater than two orders of 
magnitude per radar profile. The resultant backprojected images formed by these 
profiles with are comparable outputs in terms of both power and phase.  pRESim 
furthers the potential for rapid forward modelling of radar profiles in near real-
time with modest computing resources which may help better inform radar survey 
decisions prior to deployment, in the field, and during subsequent analyses.
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T19 - Shallow seismic structure beneath the 
Greenland Ice Sheet and implications for 

ice dynamics
Glenn A. Jones (Swansea University & Imperial College London), 

Ana M. G Ferreira, Bernd Kulessa, Martin Schimmel, Andrea 
Berbellini, Andrea Morelli

The flow of the Greenland Ice Sheet is controlled by subglacial processes that depend 
on the geological provenance and temperature of the crust beneath it. However, 
the upper crustal structure of Greenland is poorly understood, primarily due to the 
presence of the ice sheet, the lack of local seismicity and large stations distances 
between seismic stations. Rayleigh wave ellipticity (ratio between horizontal and 
vertical component amplitudes) have been shown to be particularly well suited to 
determine the crustal structure beneath a seismic station in regions of uneven or 
sparse coverage. 

We extract Rayleigh wave ellipticity measurement from seismic ambient noise 
measurements from all broadband seismic stations in Greenland from 2012 to 2018 
and invert for 1D shear-wave velocity (Vs) crustal models of the upper 5 km beneath 
the stations. Our model highlights a non-uniform distribution of Vs beneath the ice 
sheet where low velocities correlate beneath the large outlet glaciers Jakobshavn, 
Helheim and Kangerdlussuaq and elevated heat flux from the Iceland hot spot 
track. The enhanced geothermal heat flux facilitates the melting and refreezing of 
basal ice, leading to warm and soft ice that may control the onset of fast ice flow at 
Petermann Glacier and the North East Greenland Ice Stream. Our model highlights 
the importance of solid earth interactions with the ice sheets and their control on past, 
present and future dynamics of the Greenland Ice Sheet.
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T20 - Greenland Ice Sheet surface mass balance 
1806 to 2020 and its links with global climate 

change
Shannon Kelly (University of Lincoln), Edward Hanna, Leanne Wake, 

Dilkushi de Alwis Pitts, Philippe Huybrechts

We present a fully homogenised, monthly-resolved time series of Greenland Ice Sheet 
surface mass balance (GrIS SMB) and its key components (precipitation, evaporation, 
runoff) spanning 1806-2020, based on positive degree day and runoff retention 
modelling. This is one of the longest GrIS SMB time series that has been produced to 
date, and the longest based on meteorological reanalysis data. After explaining how 
this series was constructed and validated, we present some initial analysis of changes 
and variations in SMB, and its relation with climate change over Greenland and 
globally. Such new long SMB series helps set recent Greenland mass balance changes 
due to anthropogenic greenhouse forcing in a longer context of natural ice sheet 
variability and sheds useful light on the sensitivity of the ice sheet to ongoing global 
climate change.
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T21 - Arctic Airports at Permafrost Thawing Risk
Efthymia Koliokosta (University of the Aegean)

Airports are vital for the viability of several remote arctic regions. Due to the lack of 
adequate road and rail network, the role of airports is crucial for the connectivity of 
remote and isolated arctic communities with larger places and their extroversion to 
larger markets. There are almost 1300 airports and heliports laying in the Arctic zone, 
the majority of which are built on permafrost. 

An increase of the mean temperature by 2°C, following the RCP 8.5 scenario, by 2060 
could cause significant thawing of permafrost in polar regions, causing erosions and 
damage of airport foundations resulting in severe structural damages and disruption 
of the operations. As the costs of airport closure and potential relocation and 
rehabilitation are very high and the construction of new airports take long to complete, 
it is important for stakeholders to assess the risk of airports laying on permafrost. 

The key elements of risk are the: (i) likelihood of permafrost thawing, based on 
scientific projections of the likelihood of permafrost thawing regionally, (ii) vulnerability 
of airports to permafrost thawing, which can be approached as the exposure of each 
airport to permafrost thawing based on the thickness of permafrost each airport lays 
on and (iii) the impact of permafrost thawing on airports, expressed as the sum of 
structural and operational impact. The later could be defined as the sum of the impact 
derived from the role, traffic and the capacity of each airport. 

The assessment and ranking of airports’ risk to permafrost thawing is an essential tool 
for planners, airport operators and decision makers in arctic areas. Stakeholders can 
use the airports’ risk ranking to assess the criticality of the risks on arctic airports and 
prioritize adaptation and resilience investments, contributing to the sustainability of 
the remote and isolated arctic communities. 
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T22 - Ice Flows Computer Game - Greenland 
extension

Anne Le Brocq (University of Exeter), Amber Leeson, Ian Hewitt, 
Prateek Gantayat, Emily Glen, Dan Goldberg, Noel Gourmelen, Michael 

McPhail

We will demonstrate and promote an extension to the educational game Ice Flows 
(www.iceflowsgame.com) - adding a Greenland World to the existing Antarctic world. 
The game tasks the player with getting the characters (penguins or seals) to their 
target (fish), through controlling the size of the ice sheet via climatic controls. The 
aim of the game is to educate the user about the controls on the behaviour of the ice 
sheet, also including the configuration of the basal topography.  

The Greenland world has the addition of an air temperature control, alongside 
the existing ocean temperature control from Antarctica. The difficulty level is also 
increased in the Greenland world having land and marine terminating outlets.  

We also include a bonus level for Greenland, called Duck Drop where the air 
temperature control leads to the formation of supraglacial lakes, which drain to the 
subglacial system through moulins.  The player has to marshal their ducks (one might 
say get them in a row), to get as many to drain with the lake past the water wheel 
target. 

The game is funded by a NERC Standard Grant entitled “Meltwater Ice sheet 
Interactions and the changing climate of Greenland”, so uses data from Greenland 
outlets which are used in the project.
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T23 - The influence of surface to bed hydrology 
on ice flow, new results from BISICLES

Michael McPhail (University of Oxford), Ian Hewitt

The hydrology of ice sheets can have a significant impact on their long term behaviour. 
Supraglacial melt can be transported to the bed through crevasses and moulins, 
contributing a large volume of water to the subglacial drainage system. The rate at 
which meltwater is added to the drainage system, in conjunction with the efficiency of 
the drainage system, determines the water pressure below the ice sheet. High water 
pressures lower the basal friction, which is key in determining the speed of ice-sheet 
sliding.

The subglacial drainage system is transient and can respond to fluctuations in 
supplied surface runoff on yearly and even daily timescales. The corresponding water 
pressure variation influences the basal friction, and as a result the ice-sheet sliding 
speed can fluctuate by as much as 50-100%. In regions of high water flux, the drainage 
system evolves to become more efficient, and the water pressure can decrease. The 
response of an ice sheet to increased subglacial water will depend on the state of the 
subglacial drainage system and can vary significantly across the sheet.  Understanding 
how changes in both the volume and spatial extent of surface runoff will influence the 
subglacial drainage system in the coming years is necessary in order to understand 
future ice-sheet motion.

In this presentation I will discuss the influence of subglacial hydrology on ice-sheet 
dynamics as well as the influence of the ice-sheet on the subglacial drainage system. 
This discussion will be supported by results from numerical simulations that have been 
produced by incorporating subglacial drainage into the adaptive mesh refinement ice-
sheet model BISICLES.
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T24 - Inverting ice surface elevation and velocity 
for bed topography beneath Thwaites Glacier

Helen Ockenden (University of Edinburgh), Rob Bingham, Andrew 
Curtis, Dan Goldberg

There is significant uncertainty over how ice sheets and glaciers are going to respond 
to rising global temperatures. Limited knowledge of the topography and rheology of 
the bed beneath the ice is a key cause of this uncertainty, as models show that small 
changes in the bed can have a big influence on predicted rates of ice loss. Most of our 
detailed knowledge of bed topography comes from airborne and ground-penetrating 
radar observations. However, these direct observations are not spaced closely enough 
to meet the requirements of ice sheet model, meaning interpolation and inversion 
methods are used to fill in the gaps. Here we present the results of a new inversion of 
surface elevation and velocity data for bed topography and slipperiness in the Thwaites 
Glacier region. This inversion method is based on a steady-state linear perturbation 
analysis of the shallow-ice-stream equations. The method works by identifying 
disturbances to surface flow which are caused by obstacles or sticky patches in the 
bed, and can therefore be applied wherever surface data are available, even where 
the ice thickness is not well known. Comparison with the radar data available for the 
Thwaites Glacier region allows an analysis of how this inversion method performs. 
Although it struggles where the bed slopes steeply, it is much more successful in the 
flatter central trunk of the glacier. This method could therefore be very useful as either 
an independent test of other interpolation methods such as mass conservation and 
kriging, or as a complementary technique in regions where those techniques struggle. 
Increasing confidence in bed topography products will lead to reduced uncertainty in 
predictions of future sea level. 
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T25 - An insight into miniature habitats 
on glaciers: why should we care about 

cryoconite holes?
Ewa A. Poniecka (Cardiff University), Elizabeth A. Bagshaw, Henrik 

Sass, Christopher J. Williamson, Alexandre M. Anesio, Martyn Tranter

Glaciers and ice sheets harbour a variety of habitable niches for microorganisms. 
An example of such niches are cryoconite holes, regarded as hotspots of microbial 
processes on glacier surfaces. Cryoconite holes are miniature freshwater aquatic 
ecosystems that host a relatively diverse microbial community. It is commonly known 
that these holes affect the albedo and biogeochemical cycling on glaciers. Data on 
how microorganisms function in cryoconite holes are, however, scarce. Are these 
habitats as simple as they seem? We applied a combination of biogeochemical 
and microbiological methods to unravel the microscale processes in miniature 
habitats of cryoconite holes. With the use of oxygen microsensors we discovered 
anoxic microniches bringing a potential for anaerobic processes on otherwise 
well-oxygenated glacial surfaces. Thanks to traditional cultivation approach we 
demonstrated the resilience of microorganisms to conditions exceeding the local 
extremes such as high salinity or pH. Finally, we discovered a potential to accumulate 
products of microbial fermentations such as acetate, likely resulting from impaired 
anaerobic decomposition of organic matter. Cryoconite holes contain microscale 
habitats which likely affect the composition of microbial community and its metabolic 
products. Under the future melt scenarios such microniches are likely to be more 
common and affect the downstream export of organic matter.
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T26 - Open-source instruments for real-time 
wireless field glaciology

Michael R Prior-Jones (Cardiff University)

Remote sensing has made glaciology a real-time science providing frequent year-
round observations of the state of glacial environments. However, many aspects of 
the glacial environment still require field observations, and these are often seasonal in 
nature and rarely communicated in real time, with many datasets only available a year 
or more after collection. As an engineer, I can see the very considerable potential for 
new technology to address these issues, allowing both field and remote sensing data 
to be brought to your PC in real time.

My vision is for a suite of instruments - building on the success of Cardiff ’s existing 
“Cryoegg” probe - which will measure conditions in snowpack, in supraglacial streams, 
in englacial boreholes and in the subglacial environment. All will report data wirelessly 
to a local hub, which will be connected by satellite to servers that will receive and 
process the data. Thanks to advances in satellite technology, this will be cheaper and 
easier than ever before, and allow connectivity even at the highest latitudes. The 
instruments themselves will be relatively low cost, which both helps provide greater 
spatial coverage and enables wide access to the technology. The server software will 
deliver easy-to-use data feeds which can be rapidly assimilated into glacial and climate 
models. 

I intend to make the instruments and supporting infrastructure open source. This 
means that everyone can see how the instruments work and adapt them to suit their 
needs. In this presentation I will set out the potential of this system and encourage 
potential collaborators to become involved in the development of the instruments 
and software, with the hope of growing a community-of-interest around the new 
technology.
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T27 - Silica export due to alteration at 
alpine glaciers

Alicia M. Rutledge (Northern Arizona University), Briony H.N. Horgan, 
Elizabeth B. Rampe, Noel A. Scudder, Rebecca J. Smith, Jeff R. Havig, 

Trinity L. Hamilton

Glaciated environments are important sources of lithogenic nutrients due to 
mechanical and chemical weathering and meltwater transport influencing 
downstream ecosystems. High physical weathering rates in subglacial environments 
due to bedrock grinding results in significant chemical weathering due to increased 
reactive mineral surface area. Until recently, glaciers and ice sheets were considered 
a minor part of the global Si cycle, in part because near-freezing conditions were 
thought to limit silicate weathering rates. However, recent research has shown that 
silicate dissolution is the predominant chemical weathering process in alpine glaciated 
catchments in the volcanoes of the Cascades Range, USA. Alpine glacier systems may 
provide large fluxes of bioavailable Si.

To test this hypothesis, water and sediment samples were collected during the 
summers of 2016 and 2017 from glaciated volcanic catchments in the Three Sisters 
Wilderness, Oregon, U.S.A. Total dissolved cation concentrations range from 3 to 250 
ueq/l and dissolved bicarbonate concentrations range from 2 to 200 ueq/l. Other 
dissolved anions are negligible compared to bicarbonate. Dissolved Si concentrations 
range from 2 to 260 umol/l, comparable to total dissolved cation concentrations. The 
highest cation and silica concentrations were measured in moraine-sourced springs. 
Proglacial streams, springs, and lakes exhibit dissolved Si concentrations that are 
greater than observed in glacial snow/ice.

Weathering budgets indicate that the predominant form of chemical weathering 
in these systems is the carbonation of feldspar and volcanic glass. These mineral 
breakdown reactions are enhanced by microbial populations. We also find poorly 
crystalline Fe-Al-Si weathering products consistent with rapid weathering of feldspars 
and glass. This cold-climate cycle is most likely driven by high fluxes of reactive mineral 
surfaces generated by glacial grinding, a lack of accessory minerals, relatively high 
water-rock ratios, and/or short residence times. This has wide-ranging implications as 
ice melt accelerates worldwide, and significantly impacts interpretations of planetary 
surfaces.
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T28 - Automated iceberg detection using Google 
Earth Engine and ArcticDEM

Connor Shiggins (University of Liverpool), James Lea, Stephen Brough, 
Dominik Fahrner

Icebergs contribute significantly to the mass loss of the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) and 
provide freshwater to fjord systems impacting on circulation and stratification. Iceberg 
data (e.g. outlines, area, volume) across the marine-terminating glaciers of Greenland 
are scarce and limited to a handful of fjord environments and temporal snapshots. 
Automated iceberg detection is increasingly being applied to remote sensing imagery, 
however difficulties often arise through limited through cloud cover, shadow, and 
coarse spatial/temporal resolution.

Here we present a fully automated workflow to detecting icebergs within Google Earth 
Engine using the high spatial resolution ArcticDEM digital elevation model archive, 
applying this to three western Greenland outlets with contrasting calving behaviour: 
Jakobshavn Isbræ, Kangiata Nunaata Sermia and Umiammakku Isbræ. 

The workflow can rapidly (minutes to <2 hours) identify and export well in excess of 
100,000 iceberg outlines at a time from multiple DEMs, appending each iceberg with 
area and volume metadata. This approach allows easy characterisation of iceberg size 
distributions with minimal user input.

To validate our automatically derived observations, we manually delineated a subset 
of each glacier’s icebergs from representative imagery and find excellent agreement 
between manually and automatically derived data. The power law exponents derived 
are comparable with values previously published at Jakobshavn and thus highlighting 
workflow applicability. Our approach is able to rapidly detect icebergs and could 
provide scalable opportunities to obtain key iceberg data across the GrIS, or any 
glaciated area with suitable ArcticDEM/REMA coverage.
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T29 - Accelerated mass loss and rising ELAs 
of glaciers in the Peruvian Andes

Liam Taylor (University of Leeds), Duncan Quincey, Mark Smith, 
Emily Potter, Malcolm McMillan

Glaciers in the southernmost Peruvian Cordilleras provide primary drinking water for 
over 1.2 million people around the Cusco region. However, these glaciers are rapidly 
receding in response to climatic warming, having lost over 40% of their glacierised 
area since the 1980s. The Cordilleras Vilcanota, Vilcabamba, and Urubamba (combined 
glacierised area 415 km2) represent a data gap in our current understanding of glacier 
change in the Andes, often overlooked in comparison to the larger Cordillera Blanca 
(glacierised area 480 km2). In this study, we use declassified US reconnaissance 
satellites and the Landsat archive to quantify five decades of area change from 
1966 to 2020. We observe glaciers disappearing altogether in this time series, a 26% 
reduction in the area of the world’s largest tropical ice cap, and accelerating areal 
losses in recent decades. We also use more than 600 DEMs from the ASTER archive to 
quantify mass balance and shifts in the equilibrium line altitude (ELA) from 2000 to 
2020. We show that mass loss is accelerating across all three Cordilleras and, for many 
low-lying glaciers in these regions, the ELA is now above the maximum elevation of 
the accumulation area, implying extensive committed ice loss irrespective of future 
climate actions.
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T30 - Interactions between ocean colour, basal 
melting and carbon uptake in the Amundsen Sea

Andrew Twelves (University of Edinburgh), Dan Goldberg, 
Paul Holland, Sian Henley, Matt Mazloff, Dan Jones

The ice shelves fringing the Amundsen Sea are amongst the fastest melting on the 
Antarctic coastline, and help to provide conditions for some of the most intense 
phytoplankton blooms in the Southern Ocean. In this modelling study we investigate 
how ice shelf melting dictates carbon fluxes across the air-sea interface, and how 
chlorophyll associated with phytoplankton blooms impacts the heat available to drive 
this melting.

Concentrating on Pine Island Bay, we show that a melt-driven overturning circulation 
beneath Pine Island Glacier brings both dissolved inorganic carbon and dissolved iron 
to the ocean surface. The former tends to promote carbon outgassing, whilst the latter 
tends to promote oceanic carbon uptake.  

Meanwhile, summertime phytoplankton blooms bring about changes in ocean colour, 
driving increased absorption of heat near to the ocean surface. This causes a near-
surface heating anomaly, which is highly seasonal, as well as a sub-surface cooling 
anomaly that persists year-round.  The latter leads to reduced basal melt rates beneath 
Pine Island Glacier, demonstrating the two-way coupling between the physical and 
biogeochemical properties of coastal Antarctic polynyas.
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T31 - Measuring ice thickness and volume across 
the northern Andes: a remote sensing approach

Maximillian Van Wyk de Vries (University of Minnesota), David 
Carchipulla, Andrew Wickert, Verónica Minaya

Glacier ice in the northern Andes provides valuable meltwater to surrounding 
communities in times of drought and is the source of a range of natural hazards. 
Rapid recession of these glaciers due to climate change may cause many to disappear 
entirely by the end of this century. Understanding these glaciers’ future hazard 
potential and contribution to water resources requires up-to-date ice thicknesses 
and volumes, but few data exist to constrain either. Here, we develop and apply 
a new remote-sensing workflow to invert for glacier thicknesses based on high-
resolution glacier-velocity maps. We use these thickness maps to evaluate remaining 
ice volume across Ecuador, Colombia, and Venezuela. Our results show that ice 
volumes in Ecuador and Colombia are approximately half of what was estimated 
from the Randolph Glacier Inventory (RGI). Our lower measured ice volumes result 
from improved ice-extent polygons that exclude snow-covered bedrock, rapid glacier 
retreat, and our direct velocity inversion. No ice motion was detected on Venezuela’s 
last remaining glacier, which may have transitioned to become a permanent 
snowfield.
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T32 - Shear dilation in granular till modifies 
subglacial sliding rates

Kasia Warburton (University of Cambridge),
Duncan Hewitt, Jerome Neufeld

The dynamics of soft-bedded glacial sliding over saturated tills are poorly constrained 
and difficult to capture realistically in large-scale models. While experiments 
characterise till as a plastic material with a pressure-dependent yield stress, large-
scale models rely on a viscous or power-law description of the subglacial environment 
to efficiently constrain the basal sliding rate of the ice. Further, the subglacial water 
pressure may fluctuate on annual to daily timescales, leading to transient adjustment 
of the till.

We construct a continuum two-phase model of coupled fluid and solid flows, using 
Darcy flow for the fluid phase and a recently described saturated granular model 
for the solid till. After verifying our model against steady-state experiments, we force 
the model with a fluctuating effective pressure at the ice-till interface and infer the 
resulting relationships between basal traction, solid fraction, rate of deformation, and 
till flux. Shear dilation introduces internal pressure variations and transient dilatant 
strengthening emerges, leading to hysteretic behaviour in low-permeability materials, 
and resulting in a time-dependent effective sliding law.
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T33 - Influence of radiation penetration on 
ice sheet surface melt

Tilly Woods (University of Oxford), Ian Hewitt

The runoff from the Greenland ice sheet is a significant contribution to sea level rise, 
and surface melt on Antarctica is increasingly thought to play an important role in the 
ice sheet’s dynamics.  Therefore, it is important for us to understand the partitioning 
between runoff, retention and refreezing of the surface meltwater. This partitioning is 
influenced by small-scale features such as meltwater percolation, ice lenses and solar 
radiation penetration. Here, we construct a one-dimensional continuum model to 
describe the near-surface flow of meltwater through porous ice, the structure of which 
is evolving due to melting and refreezing. We include a two-stream approximation 
of penetrating solar radiation in our model, enabling us to capture the formation of 
structures such as ice lenses and weathering crusts. The model results show that 
penetrating radiation has a significant influence on the location of melting and 
refreezing at the surface and in the near-surface zone, and that this affects the porosity 
of the near-surface ice. Depending on the forcing, the largest porosities can develop 
at the surface or below the surface, with potential for impermeable layers of ice in 
between. We discuss implications for feedbacks with the albedo due to dust and algae 
growth.
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